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thanks for the link to the cracked version of
ramdisk ultimate. i've tried to use it and it's
freezing. when i try to open the window, it

freezes until i close it. i think this is because i
have something like a dozen other programs

running in the background at the same time. if
you have some other way to run the application

i'd like to know. i am attempting to install
ultimate ram disk 4 - cracked from the link you

provided ( i have downloaded the windows
software and run it. i get an error when i try to

install "could not create the specified folder. the
recycle bin and temp folders could not be
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created. i was not sure if you are still looking for
an alternative to ultimate disk that runs from

ram. in my case, i need to run apps while the pc
is on, and to keep in ram while idling. i would

like something that has the following features: i
think it might be possible to create a ramdisk in

the background, but it's not easy. xp has a
page file manager that is very limited, but it's

the only one i've found that can create a
ramdisk for xp. ok, try this one out. on both xp
and vista i get much better performance than
with ramdisk enterprise. ramdisk enterprise is
about 400-500 mb/s while ramdisk ultimate is
1300-1500 mb/s. with ramdisk ultimate i was

able to copy about 250,000 files from one
folder to another with no problem. with ramdisk
enterprise i was only able to copy about 12,000
files at that speed. you did great! i was able to

do the same with ramdisk ultimate, except i
was able to copy about 350,000 files. i can only
imagine how many you can copy before it gets

slow. the ramdisk is pretty fast though.
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at a quick glance, dataram ramdisk seems to
be the best choice for those who need a
windows-based ramdisk. it supports the

creation of large ram drives, it requires no
additional software to work, and it doesnt seem

to slow down the system. ive been using
dataram for years, and it remains my first

choice. ramsk0r is a free, open source, windows-
based ramdisk software. its an excellent
software and an easy to use program. its
amazing that such a simple and effective

application can be downloaded free of charge.
you can create a ramdisk with ram drive size

ranging from 100mb to 10gb. best of all, it runs
in a hidden mode, so your system will not slow
down when you run it. this is a very easy to use
and very handy program. ramdisk32 is a 32-bit
version of ramdisk which supports a maximum
ram disk size of 512mb. ramdisk32 is the free

version of ramdisk 32 which supports a
maximum ram disk size of 512mb. it creates a
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small, but very useful ram drive for windows
users who may be using them to store files or
programs that they need to access quickly. as
to why qsoft ramdisk isnt included, we simply
cant and have no intention of testing every
single piece of ramdisk software out there.

theres a fair selection of free and commercial
products included already and if one of them
needs to be replaced, qsoft will certainly be

considered. i suppose the desktop version of 4k
qd32 doesn’t do any more than 8k qd16, so you

shouldn’t see any difference. however, the
ramdisk version of 4k qd32 uses all available

ram, so it is perfectly possible to use all
available ram to achieve 4k qd32 speeds. so

the question is, does it make a difference when
using ramdisk? 5ec8ef588b
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